Geography
Wednesday 20th May 2020
WALT understand earthquakes
Success Criteria:
I can describe how earthquakes happen
I can describe what an earthquake is
I can describe the different types of earthquakes
I can identify the four inner parts of the earth
Key vocabulary:

Destructive: destroys
Ring of fire: Where many earthquakes and volcanic eruptions happen.
( image from
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Please write the date, WALT and success criteria into your purple book.
In today’s lesson you will be learning all about earthquakes.
First you will copy out and fill in the KWL grid down below. You will write down what you already
know about earthquakes and what you want to know.
At the end of the lesson you will fill out the what I have learnt section. Before you fill it in, make sure
you write ‘after the lesson’ next to the heading (what I have learnt).

(image from
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/Downloads/Oddizzi%20KS2%20Earthquakes%20Full%20Resource%20
Pack%20FINAL.pdf)
Now you will watch a couple of the videos below to learn all about earthquakes and how fascinating
they are, but just how destructive they can be.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/zj89t39 what are earthquakes?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hlePrsXTGxQ what are earthquakes?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AArne-wh_Uc&list=PLSnc9S5mNZYAdZWmD2-RPYPNEGU95kC
oC&index=527 earthquakes
The video below shows you how earthquakes happen using food. It is very cool!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIgksa3x11w what causes earthquakes?
You can now use food to show how earthquakes happen. Make sure to ask an adult to see if you are
allowed to use food and do not use anything hot as it is dangerous. If you are allowed to, then create
a video and upload it to the padlet for everyone to see.

Next, you will read the fact files below to find out more information about earthquakes that may
have not been in the videos above.

(All of the information above has been taken from
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/Downloads/Oddizzi%20KS2%20Earthquakes%20Full%20Resource%20
Pack%20FINAL.pdf)
Your tasks to be completed in your purple book:
First you will answer the questions below in full sentences in your purple book. Leave space between
each question.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is an earthquakes?
What causes earthquakes?
What are the different types of earthquakes? Draw an image to go with each type.
What are the four inner parts of the earth?
What is the outer layer of the earth called?
How does an earthquake cause tsunamis?
What is a seismograph?

Next you will create a poster on how to stay safe during an earthquake and what you should do if
one happens.
Watch the video below and use the image to remind you of what should be done:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d08QUmxzdKU
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